
 
 
 
 

Questions for Wednesday, 30th October 2019 
 

Set by: DE 
  

Question Reader: All parts of the answer shown in Bold Face are required. Parts shown in ordinary type are not 
essential, but if given incorrectly will mean that the answer is wrong; for example, if the answer shown is “Tom 
Watson”, “Watson” would be a correct answer, but “John Watson” would be incorrect. Parts shown in italics are 
purely explanatory and are not required. If the answer offered is incomplete (for example, “Roosevelt” for 
“Theodore Roosevelt”, you may, at your discretion, ask the person answering to expand the answer. 

In the event of any problem, three spare questions can be found on the final sheet. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When you are ready to start reading the questions, proceed to the next page 
Press Page Up or Page Down to move between rounds (or half-rounds for team questions) 

 
 

  



Individual Round 1  
 
 

1. Of which Old Testament patriarch was Esau the much hairier brother? Jacob or Israel 

2. Of which sea is the Gulf of Bothnia an arm? Baltic Sea 

3. Which household article was invented by James Dewar in 1892? Vacuum (or Thermos) Flask 

4. In which seaside town is the Stephen Joseph Theatre, closely associated with the plays of Alan 
Ayckbourn? 

Scarborough 

5. Which European capital was destroyed by a 1755 earthquake? Lisbon 

6. Which US state capital is nicknamed Mile High City? Denver 

7. In literature, who was the ill-fated captain of the Pequod? Captain Ahab (in Moby Dick) 

8. Which is Britain’s largest carnivorous wild land mammal? Badger 

9. From which type of tree was aspirin or acetylsalicylic acid originally extracted? Willow 

10. Which city holds a ceremony each Ascension Day to celebrate its symbolic marriage to the 
sea? 

Venice 



 
Team Round 2 

1. Ex-Exclaves Pre-1974 anomalies in the county map of Britain  
a) Prior to the 1974 local government reorganisation, which large town formed the nucleus of an 

exclave of Worcestershire within Staffordshire? 
Dudley 

b) Of which historic Welsh county did a detachment called English Maelor contribute almost one 
sixth of the total area?  

Flintshire 

c) An arm of which former county separated the Furness district from the rest of Lancashire? Westmorland 

2. Squeaking Things   
a) In folklore, which hallucinogenic root is said to scream when torn from the ground? Mandrake 

b) Which cheese of Mediterranean origin famously squeaks when chewed? Halloumi 

c) When flexed, rods of which metal, familiar to the ancients, emit a squeak described as a “cry”? Tin 

3. Public Opinion Personified  
a) A person of conservative leanings who corresponds with the media in a tone of moral outrage is 

generically described as “Disgusted of ... which spa town”? 
Tunbridge Wells 

b) In English law, a reasonable, ordinary person is likened to the man on the omnibus destined for 
which London suburb? 

Clapham 

c) Which fictional farmer’s wife, first mentioned in the 1798 play, Speed the Plough, has become 
the personification of conventionality and priggishness? 

Mrs Grundy 

4. Musicians: Shared Surnames Which actual surname does each of these incongruous trios of musicians share? 
a) Yusef Lateef, Chubby Checker and The Edge; Evans (William, Ernest and David) 

NB: William’s birth surname was Huddleston. 

b) LL Cool J, P J Proby and Kim Wilde; Smith 
(James, James and Kim) 

c) Levi Roots, Drake and Rag’n’Bone Man. Graham 
(Keith, Aubrey and Rory) 



Team Round 2 (Continued) 
5. Kit for Ecologists   

a) What is the term for a frame, typically square, used to demarcate an area of ground within 
which plants and animals can be sampled? 

Quadrat 

b) What is the term for a device for collecting insects or other small organisms by sucking them 
into a container? 

Pooter or Aspirator 

c) What is the two-word term for the apparatus that measures the energy content of a food or 
fuel by burning it in a confined vessel?  

Bomb Calorimeter 

6. Suburban Cinema Films whose titles are districts of London: 
a) a 1999 film starring Julia Roberts and Hugh Grant; Notting Hill 

b) a 2004 film starring Paul Bettany and Kirsten Dunst; Wimbledon 

c) a 2014 film starring Hugh Bonneville and Sally Hawkins, with the voice of Ben Whishaw. Paddington 

7. Pirates  
a) Which pirate’s flagship was the Queen Anne’s Revenge? Blackbeard or  

Edward Teach or Edward Thatch 
b) What name, deriving from a local ethnic group, was given to pirates operating out of North 

African ports? 
Barbary pirates or corsairs 
(From Berbers) 

c) Which institution’s Latin motto was Captain Hook’s final utterance? Eton College  
(“Floreat Etona”) 

8. Planetary Probes Which planets were the targets of these NASA probes? 
a) Cassini-Huygens, launched in 1999; Saturn 

b) MESSENGER, launched in 2004; Mercury 

c) Juno, launched in 2011. Jupiter 



Individual Round 3 
 
 

1. From which fruit is the spirit slivovitz distilled? Plum 

2. The fleur-de-lys is a stylised representation of which flower? Lily 

3. How was the Breakfast TV fitness guru, Diana Moran, popularly known? The Green Goddess 

4. With which art was Grinling Gibbons associated? Wood carving 
(Accept Sculpture) 

5. Which metallic element is alloyed with copper to make brass? Zinc 

6. Which term, Italian for tail, describes a passage that concludes a piece of music?  Coda 

7. Which gas has the formula NH3? Ammonia 

8. What familiar seven-word line begins the Felicia Dorothea Hemans poem, Casabianca? “The boy stood on the burning 
deck…” 

9. Name either of the two consecutive films in the Carry On series, each with a French 
connection, whose official titles do not include the phrase “Carry On”. 

Don’t Lose Your Head or  
Follow That Camel 
 

10. Which British horse racing venue has also hosted Formula 1 Grands Prix? Aintree 

 



Team Round 4 
1. Athletes in Politics  

a) Which world 5000 metre record holder, the first BBC Sports Personality of the Year, held 
ministerial posts in the Heath Government? 

(Sir) Christopher Chataway 

b) Under what aristocratic title, first held by an illustrious Elizabethan ancestor, did MP and 
hurdler, David Cecil, win gold at the 1928 Olympics in the 400 metres hurdles? 

Lord Burleigh 

c) Which sometime party leader was for seven years holder of the British 100 metres record? (Sir) Menzies or Ming Campbell 
 

2. Potato Cuisine  
a) Which Irish dish combines mashed potato with spring onions? Champ 

b) Which Canadian dish consists of French fries (chips to us) topped with cheese curds and gravy? Poutine 

c) Which Savoyard dish consists of potatoes, reblochon cheese, onions and bacon? Tartiflette 

3. Historic Spouses  
a) Who was Lady Godiva’s husband? Leofric (Earl of Mercia)  

b) Which Scottish king was the second husband of Queen Gruoch? Macbeth 

c) Who ruled in succession to her husband, Prasutagus? Boudica or Boadicea or Buddug 

4. On the Rails  
a) Which is the only British university campus served by its own named railway station?  Birmingham 

b) What is the name for the Italian-designed tilting trains operated on the West Coast Main Line? Pendolino 

c) Since 2018, which publicly owned company has operated the East Coast Main Line following the 
early withdrawal of Virgin Trains and Stagecoach from their contractual commitment?  

LNER or  
London North Eastern Railway 



Team Round 4 (Continued) 
5. Music from the Shoulders of Giants   

a) Which Elizabethan composer’s Third Mode Melody is the basis of a Fantasia by Ralph Vaughan 
Williams? 

Thomas Tallis 

b) The theme from which violinist and composer’s 24th Caprice spawned, among others, a 
Rhapsody for piano by Sergei Rachmaninov and Variations for cello by Andrew Lloyd Webber? 
 

Niccolò Paganini 

c) Who, in 1937, composed Variations on a Theme of Frank Bridge, who had taught him? Benjamin Britten 

6. Archipelagos Given the second and third largest islands in a group, identify the largest. 
a) Which island is the largest in the eponymous archipelago that also includes Gozo and Comino? Malta 

b) Ahead of Aruba and Bonaire, which is the largest of the so-called ABC islands? Curaçao 

c) Which isolated volcanic island names the group of which Inaccessible and Nightingale Islands 
are the two next largest? 

Tristan da Cunha 

7. Love Science  
a) Which academic institution operates the Lovell Telescope? University of Manchester 

(Jodrell Bank) 
b) The 19th century mathematician and computing pioneer, Ada Lovelace, was the only legitimate 

child of which literary figure?  
Lord (George) Byron 

c) Which hypothesis in Earth Science was proposed by James Lovelock? Gaia Hypothesis 

8. Toponymic Nicknames  
a) Which actor and martial artist has been dubbed “The Muscles from Brussels”? Jean-Claude Van Damme 

b) Which singer-songwriter has the nickname, “The Groover from Vancouver”? Bryan Adams 

c) Which sporting great was described in the title of a biography by his sister-in-law as “The Red-
Headed Rocket from Rockhampton”? 

Rod Laver 



(Second Half) Individual Round 5  
 
 

1. Until its bankruptcy in 2001, of which country was Sabena the national airline? Belgium 

2. Which fruit is the traditional base of the cocktail ingredient, grenadine? Pomegranate 

3. Which band’s Chasing Cars has been identified as the 21st century’s most played record? Snow Patrol 

4. What is the usual English name for the African ethnic group also known as the San? Bushmen 

5. If Rangers and Celtic contest the Old Firm Derby, which two teams contest the Old Farm 
Derby? 

Norwich City and Ipswich Town 

6. Who is the Luxembourgish prime minister who, in September, controversially continued with a 
press conference from which Boris Johnson had made a last-minute withdrawal? 

Xavier Bettel 

7. In which constellation is the Crab Nebula located?  Taurus or The Bull 

8. In Arthurian legend, what was the name of the vacant seat at the Round Table reserved for the 
eventual finder of the Holy Grail? 

The Siege Perilous 

9. To photographers, what is the familiar name for the chemical, sodium thiosulphate? Hypo or Fixer 

10. Which Russian ruler imposed a tax on beards? Peter I or  
Peter the Great 

 



Team Round 6 
1. Pitmen  

a) In 1983, courtesy of Jenny Pitman, which horse, its name a homophone of a French wine region, 
became the first trained by a woman to win the Grand National? 

Corbiere 

b) In 1837, Sir Isaac Pitman devised what is claimed to be still Britain’s most widely used system of 
what? 

Shorthand 

c) What does I.T.A. stand for in the context of the phonetic spelling system, at one time widely 
taught in British schools, that was developed by Sir Isaac’s grandson, Sir James Pitman? 
 

Initial Teaching Alphabet 

2. Retired Numbers Team or squad numbers that have been discontinued to honour a former wearer  
a) Which number has been retired by both Hull Kingston Rovers and West Ham United in honour 

of Roger Millward and Bobby Moore respectively? 
6 

b) In memory of which batsman, fatally injured by a cricket ball in 2014, did Australia retire the 
number 64 from its one-day international squads? 

Phillip Hughes 

c) Title of a 2013 biopic of the first Afro-American Major League Baseball player, Jackie Robinson, 
which number is retired throughout MLB except on the one day a year when all players wear it? 

42 

3. Sitcom Middle Names  
a) Which sitcom character rejoiced in the middle name, Iolanthe? Reginald Perrin 

b) For his sitcom persona, which comedian substituted Aloysius for his actual middle name, John? Tony Hancock 

c) Name any one of the four middle names Albert and Harold Steptoe boasted between them. Edward or Ladysmith (Albert’s) 
or Albert or Kitchener (Harold’s) 

4. The Singers and the Song Chart-successful bands who took their names from earlier hits 
a) Which chart-topping band named themselves after a top ten hit by Bernard Cribbins? Right Said Fred 

b) Which New Wave band took their name from a Jackson Five hit? ABC 

c) Which heavy metal band was named after a 1933 piano composition that, with added lyrics, 
provided hits for, among others, Donny and Marie Osmond and Nino Tempo and April Stevens?  

Deep Purple 



Team Round 6 (Continued) 
5. Clergymen in Art  

a) What was the regnal name of the pope who commissioned Michelangelo to paint the Sistine 
Chapel ceiling? 

Julius (II) 

b) Which artist’s “Study after Velazquez’s Portrait of Pope Innocent X” is informally known as the 
Screaming Pope? 

Francis Bacon 

c) A painting attributed to Sir Henry Raeburn depicts the Rev Robert Walker at Duddingston Loch … 
engaged in what activity? 

(Ice) Skating 
 

6. Heir Loss British or English royal heirs whose untimely childless demise diverted the course of history 
a) Who was the elder brother of Henry VIII and first husband of Catherine of Aragon? (Prince) Arthur 

b) Who was King James VI and I’s energetic and popular heir, whose 1612 death from typhoid 
passed succession to Charles I? 

(Prince) Henry Frederick 

c) Had Princess Charlotte not died delivering a stillborn son in 1817, Queen Victoria and her 
successors would probably never have reigned. Whose only legitimate child was Charlotte? 

George IV or Queen Caroline or 
Prince Regent (Prompt P of Wales) 
 7. Sdrawkcab  

a) In which 1980s game show would an Australian-accented “alien” urge on contestants with the 
encouragement, “Doogyrev”? (“Very good” pronounced backwards)? 

The Adventure Game 

b) The title of which 1872 Samuel Butler novel is the name of an imaginary country, which, when 
reversed, hints at the place’s non-existence? 

Erewhon 
(Almost “Nowhere” backwards) 

c) In which Roald Dahl children’s story does Mr Hoppy woo his neighbour, Mrs Silver, by teaching 
her an incantation, read backwards, that he claims will encourage her pet reptile to grow? 

Esio Trot 
(“Tortoise” backwards) 

8. Movie Misquotations Change just one word to correct each of these common film misquotations: 
a) From Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937): “Mirror, mirror on the wall, who is the fairest of 

them all?”; 
Magic mirror on the wall, ... 
(i.e. 1st Mirror → Magic) 

b) From The Empire Strikes Back (1980): “Luke, I am your father”; No, I am your father 
(i.e. Luke → No) 

c) From Field of Dreams (1989): “If you build it, they will come”. If you build it, he will come 
(i.e. they → he) 



Individual Round 7 
 
 

1. What is the term for a secondary scale with slightly smaller graduations that slides along the 
main scale of a measuring instrument to enhance precision?  

Vernier 

2. Which word can describe both an Olympic team sport and an offence in football?  Handball 

3. Which surname has been shared by two US presidents between whom there is no traceable 
family relationship? 

Johnson (Andrew and Lyndon) 

4. Which large marine mammal was known in antiquity as the morse? Walrus 
(Accept Sea-lion (heraldic use)) 

5. What was the forename of the nationalist activist, Gandhi, who led India to independence? Mohandas 
(Mahatma was his honorific title) 

6. Rutabaga, the word preferred in North America for the swede or Swedish turnip, derives from 
which language? 

Swedish (of course) 

7. The World’s oldest cycle race runs between Paris and which town on the Franco-Belgian 
border? 

Roubaix 

8. What is the name given to the French national film awards, equivalent to the Oscars? Césars 

9. What is the one-word term for the aspect of grammar that considers the arrangement of 
words within a sentence? 

Syntax 

10. Which Italian city, south-east of Milan, was the traditional centre of violin making, being the 
home of the Amati, Stradivari and Guarneri families? 

Cremona 

 



Team Round 8 
1. Falsified Food  

a) Which variety of meat is the key ingredient of mock turtle soup? Calf’s head 
(Accept Veal; Prompt Beef) 

b) Also called frog-fish or sea-devil, which species of fish has often been served as “mock scampi”? Monkfish 
 

c) Which large South East Asian fruit is increasingly appearing on menus as “Vegan pulled pork”? Jackfruit 

2. Dukes All at some time familiar forenames, which surnames are associated with these dukedoms? 
a) Northumberland; Percy 

b) Norfolk; Howard (Fitzalan-Howard) 

c) Montrose. Graham 

3. Birders  
a) Near which Bedfordshire town are the headquarters of the Royal Society for the Protection of 

Birds (RSPB)? 
Sandy 

b) Over a weekend in which month does the RSPB organise its annual Great Garden Birdwatch? January 

c) Its title a term given to a twelve-month bird-spotting challenge, which 2011 comedy starred 
Steve Martin, Owen Wilson and Jack Black as three birders competing to “bag” the most birds? 

The Big Year 
 

4. Places of Reckoning  
a) Which gambling-related location gives its name to the technique of solving physical and 

mathematical problems by repeated random sampling? 
Monte Carlo (Method) 

b) Topology emerged as a branch of mathematics from Leonhard Euler’s hypothetical tour of the 
bridges of which city, then in Prussia, now in Russia? 

(Seven Bridges of) Königsberg 
(Accept Kaliningrad) 

c) Which Asian capital is named in a mathematical puzzle where discs are transferred between 
three rods one by one to replicate their original conical arrangement on a different rod? 

(Tower(s) of) Hanoi 



Team Round 8 (Continued) 
5. Sees Double Anglican Dioceses whose names mention two locations 

a) Which southern English diocese is the only one to reference two municipalities that both have 
city status? 

Bath and Wells 

b) The name of which Welsh diocese includes a city without a cathedral and a town with a 
cathedral but not city status? 

Swansea and Brecon 

c) The cathedral at Peel is the mother church of which “two-location” diocese? Sodor and Man 

6. Schools of Rock  
a) Which influential rock and roll band met in the 1950s while studying at Lubbock High School, 

Texas?  
The Crickets  
(or Buddy Holly and the Crickets) 

b) The original five members of which band, with five consecutive number one albums to its name 
between 1980 and 1991, got together when pupils at Charterhouse School? 

Genesis 

c) Which band, also with five consecutive number one albums, in this case between 1997 and 
2007, formed at Abingdon School? 

Radiohead 

7. Full National Names Which countries include these phrases in their official English names? 
a) The Commonwealth of ... Australia (accept Dominica) 

 
b) The Hashemite Kingdom of ...  Jordan 

c) The Oriental Republic of ... Uruguay 

8. French Letters  
a) Which abbreviation in French is equivalent to DNA in English? ADN 

b) The French equivalent of the acronym NATO comprises the same four letters ... but in which 
order? 

OTAN 

c) Which English abbreviation, also the name of a veteran heavy metal band, is equivalent to the 
French acronym, OVNI? 

UFO 



Beer Round 
 

1.   
a) Which band, its name incorporating a letter of the Nato alphabet, has had top ten hits with The 

Cutter, The Killing Moon and Nothing Lasts Forever? 
Echo & the Bunnymen 

b) Which English university was known as Lanchester Polytechnic before being granted university 
status in 1987? 

Coventry University 

c) From which material is the Statue of Liberty mostly fashioned?  Copper 

2.   
a) Which band, its name incorporating a letter of the Nato alphabet, has had top twenty hits with 

The Living Years, Word of Mouth and Over My Shoulder? 
Mike + The Mechanics 

b) Which English university was known as Battersea College of Technology before being granted 
university status in 1966? 

University of Surrey 

c) From which material is the Statue of Eros in Piccadilly Circus mostly fashioned? Aluminium 

 
Spare Questions 
  

1. What is a fer-de-lance? (Genus of) Snake 

2. What is a psaltery? (Stringed) Musical Instrument 

3. At which public school did the game of squash originate?  Harrow 

 


